Vesicular stomatitis virus transcription inhibited by purified MxA protein.
MxA is a GTPase encoded by an interferon-inducible human gene. Its constitutive expression renders transfected mammalian cells resistant to infections with several different RNA viruses, including vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV). Differences in viral RNA levels of VSV-infected cells either expressing or lacking MxA indicated that VSV mRNA synthesis is the principal target of MxA action. We now used purified histidine-tagged MxA (His-MxA) that we produced in Escherichia coli to successfully inhibit VSV in vitro transcription, a reaction catalyzed by VSV ribonucleoprotein complexes isolated from virus-infected cells or from purified virions. MxA was inactive when added to preformed VSV mRNAs, arguing against the possibility that it has a negative effect on viral RNA stability. MxA inhibited both leader RNA and mRNA synthesis of VSV, suggesting that it interfered with transcription initiation. The degree of VSV inhibition correlated directly with the specific GTPase activities of the various wild-type MxA preparations. No inhibition of viral mRNA synthesis was observed when a C-terminally truncated, GTPase-inactive variant of His-MxA was added to the transcription reactions. Purified His-MxA-E645R, a mutant of MxA with normal GTPase activity whose range of antiviral activity in vivo is altered so that it no longer inhibits VSV, showed no inhibitory effect on VSV in vitro transcription. Since MxA inhibited VSV RNA synthesis in the presence of GMP-PNP or GTP gamma S, GTP analogs that are readily accepted by the viral polymerase but cannot be hydrolyzed by MxA, the possibility was excluded that MxA acts by depleting the viral polymerase for its nucleotide substrates. Thus, binding of GTP rather than its hydrolysis seems of importance for the anti-VSV activity of MxA.